On-Site

Physical Therapy Services
Bringing injury recovery and prevention to you

Reducing your injury costs may start by considering an
alternative method of obtaining therapy services. Atlas
provides on-site services to simplify access, reduce
costs, improve return to work methods, and simply
avoid injuries before they occur.

We Provide Unequaled Balance
We charge our clients a simple hourly rate that is well
below the hourly rate reflected through standard
physical therapy CPT billing codes. By doing so, we
provide employees treatment until they can safely return
to work, and do so at a fraction of the cost of normal
therapy. In the end, your employees are better prepared
for work and your rehabilitation costs are lower.

We Only Work On-site
Our clinic is within your four walls. Not only do we
provide easy access to therapy, we work with injured
employees at their normal or limited-duty job site to
help assure their safety and productivity. By working
on-site, we not only understand rehabilitation, we
understand your company.

We Prevent Injuries
Uniquely, our therapists’ goal is to not provide therapy.
Physical therapy will comprise only a part of our
therapists’ contracted time at your facility. They do not
sit and wait for their next patient. Instead, they focus
on providing a variety of injury prevention services
including pre-employment screens, ergonomics, early
intervention, wellness, and/or stretching services as
required. In most cases, our therapy cost savings will
pay for our injury prevention services.

We Don’t Require a Big Commitment

Through our nationwide network of professionals,
we can provide expert care almost anywhere and
everywhere. The best part – we don’t need you to
commit to a full-time position. We can provide part-time
support, if that is all you need or can afford. No matter
how much time is invested, you can have full confidence
that your employees are receiving expert care.

Nationwide Network

No matter where you live, Atlas is there. We have teamed
with a select group of the best healthcare professionals
across the country. Chances are there’s an Atlas
professional in your community. It’s our commitment to
keeping your people injury-free and your business on track.

Need help? Have a question? Call or email us and we’ll work with you to create a solution that fits with
your business and your workforce.
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